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ABSTRACT

This note represents an extension of previous work on radar

homning interceptors to include effects of multiple sensor inter-

actions and the use of aimed wa-heads to compensate for large

"- guidance miss-distances. Using simple graphical techniques, we

treat combinations of data from handover, homing and fuzing sensors.

We also consider various types of warheads including isotropic,

aimed in one angle, fully aimable and fully a° nable and chokable.

Sensors are characterized by their accuracy and acquisition range;

interceptors by their maneuver capability and response time and

warheads by their reach, coverage and response time. We consider

some sample intercept engagements and discuss their component

• ~requirements .
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I'I. INTRODUCTION

This note is an extension of the work presented in Ref.

[1). In that report, we discussed a graphical model for evaluating

miss-distance for homing interceptors to perform non-nuclear kill
I (NNK) of ballistic re-entry vehicles. By comparing the homing

sensor prediction accuracy with the interceptor divert capability

as a function of time (or range) to go, it is possible to estimate

the handover accuracy requirements and the resulting miss distance.

Here we will indicate how the model can be modified to include

data from multiple sensors and to account for the ability of an

aimed warhead to operate with relatively large guidance miss-
d e wlI

distances. We will briefly describe the model of Ref. [11 but the

interested reader is encouraged is consult that report for detailsr

of the technique.

"In Section II we review the sensor model of Ref (1] in-
Zz dicating how data from different sensors can be combined to

Sdetermine the resulting prediction accuracy. Section III contains

a review of the interceptor model of Ref. [1]. In Section IV,

we discuss the functions of the NNK warhead in compensating for

large guidance miss-distances which become known too late for

interceptor maneuvers to correct. We consider various types oz

isotropic and aimed warheads and characterize them in terms of

reach, coverage and response time. All these component models

are combined in Section V to make an overall model for evaluating

IBMI



system performance. We consider a number of sample engagements

to indicate which subsystem parameters influence which aspect of

the engagement. These include handover, homing (interceptor

guidance) and fuzing (warhead aiming and firing). Finally we

summarize the conclus3ions in Section VI.

As mentioned in Ref. (1], it is important to remember AA

that this model is highly simplified. its primary purpose is to

illustrate the interaction among various subsystem parameters

rather than to give precise numerical results.

2
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II. SENSOR MODEL

In Ref. [1), we calculated the prediction error for a

homing sensor which tracks a target from its acquisition range,

RA, to a given range, R, and predicts ahead to intercept

(at range = 0). If the closing velocity is Vc and the seeker

operates at a constant prf with a position measurement accuracy,

rR, which is a function of range, then the variance of the estimate

Iof the intercept point is

E21
R2War(a 0 ) = pf-- f2 Id R (1) 1

fJdYR JAU (17 dR

where all integrals go from RA to R. The prediction error is the

square root of Var(a 0). Eq. (1) results from a linearized error

analysis about the true trajectory. For this to be valid, we must

have a good model of the target and intercepto.. dynamic response,

particularly their acceleration chacacteristics. (Ref. (2] in-

dicates how acceleration errors can be accommodated.)

In Ref. (11, we considered cross-range (angular) error

to be the dominant contributor to aR and to be comprised of three

components; glint, instrumentation and thermal errors. In Ref. [3],

3 -t
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it is shown that range errors contribute to Var(a 0 ) but do not

significantly affect the distance of closest approach. Thus,

angle-only tracking using proportional navigation can insure that

the interceptor passes close to the target but a fuze sensor which

measures range is required to determine the time of closest

approach with sufficient accuracy to make efficient use of a war-

head,

In this report, we will concentrate on instrumentation

error which is a constant angular error resulting in a position

error which varies linearly with R.

UR = oaOR (2)

substituting (2) into (1) gives

Var (a 0) R y-13)
prf y+(l/y)-2-(in y)

where y - RA/R. Again, predictien error is the square root of

Var(a 0 ). Pesults for other types of errors are given in Ref. (11.

Figure 1 shows how the prediction error varies with R and RA for a

sample set of parameters. Note that RA ztrongly influences the

accuracy at large R but much less so at small R.

In the rest of this section we will give a simple method I
for determining the prediction error when the target is tracked

4-c.



by more than one sensor. For this purpose it is helpful to use

the nomogram of Ref. (1[ which is reprinted as Appendix A. We

first consider the case of handover from a ground based radar.

Consider the seeker in Fig. 1, with R A 3km. Assume -

that a ground radar hands over a predicted intercept point which

is accurate to 25 m. The results for this case are illustrated

in Fig. 2. For R>3 km, only the handover data is available and

the prediction error is 25 m. At R=3 c•m, the seeker starts making

measurements with oa=10 mr and can thus reduce the prediction error.

In Fig. 2 it is seen that data from the seeker alone would not

provide better prediction than 25 m until R decreased to 2 kin.

However by combining the seeker and handover data, better accuracy

can be achieved. The dashed curve corresponding to RA= 5 km goes

through the point',at 3 km range and 25 m prediction accuracy. If

we follow this curve for R<3 kin, we have a very close approximation

to the actual situation. From the viewpoint of what happens after

R=3 kmn, the t~wo cases listed below are virtually indistinguishable,

a) seeker acquires at R=5 kmi, tracks with G =10 mr,

achieves a predi.:tion error of 25 m at R=3 kin,

continues to track with ai=0 ,ir.

b) Target is handed over with error of 25 m at

R=3 km, seeker continues to track with a,=10 mr.

In this case the heavy line in Fig. 2 corresponds to the pre-

diction accuracy achieved using both handover and seeker data.

5-
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We can use exactly the same technique for combining data

from a longer-range, less-accurate seeker and a shorter-range, more-

accurate fuze. Figure 3 illustrates the case considered. The

seeker tracks from R=5 km to R=l km with ao=10 mr achieving a

prediction error of about 2.5 m. At this point the fuze acquires

and tracks with an accuracy of 2 mr. The resulting performance

for R<l km is as if the fuze acquited at about 1.8 km range since

this hypothetical sensor has a prediction error of 2.5 m at 1 km

range. Again the heavy line corresponds to the prediction accuracy

using both seeker and fuze data.

This technique can be applied for any number of sensor

handovers and also for glint and thermal errors.

I
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III. INTERCEPTOR MODEL

The interceptor model used is identical with that of

Ref. [11. The interceptor has a response time, T, and a maximum

maneuver acceleration limit, a. When a maneuver is commanded, we -

model the missile response as being zero for a time T followed by

constant acceleration, a, for the time required or the time re-

maining, whichever is less. The maximum divert which can be

achieved is given by

Divert = (- 14)

This is graphed in Fig. 4.

10k
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IV. WARHEAD MODEL

The final component we will model is the fragmentation

warhead. To appreciate the factors which enter into warhead

design, it is necessary to understand what happens in a homing

engagement. Figure 5 illustrates the various components of the

miss-distance near the time of warhead fuzing. Shown is the

"miss-plane" perpendicular to the relative interceptor-target

velocity in interceptor-fixed coordinates. The interceptor is

guided to a point offset by some distance (which may be zero) from

the point of closest approach. The lightly shaded circle represents

the potential guidance error in achieving the desired geometry.

This is the miss-distance discussed in Ref. [(] and results from a

combination of homing sensor errors and finite interceptor res-

ponse time; the interceptor has insufficient maneuver capability

to cover the predicted target uncertainty volume. However as the

engagement progresses, the sensors (seeker or fuze or both) continue

to make measurements. As the relative range decreases, both the

sensor error and the prediction time decrease, significantly

decreasing the predicted uncertainty volume. This can be seen in

Figs. 2 and 3. While the interceptor itself cannot take advantage

of this reduced uncertainty, the warhead may be able to if it is

sufficiently responsive. At the time of warhead fuzing, the un-

certainty volume may have shrunk to the size of the darkly shaded

circle in Fig. 5. In this case, the warhead need only cover this

12
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dark circle with fragments rather than the entire lightly shaded

E_ circle. The dark circle represents the fuze error and the target

location within it remains unknown at fuzing time. The light

circle represents the guidance error and the target location within

this circle becomes known (to within the fuze error) at fuzing time.

The warhead must be capable of covering the dark circle for any

location of it within the light circle. Later we will relate these

volumes to the concepts of warhead coverage and reach.

We will consider four classes of fragment warheads;

isotropic, one-axis aimable, two-axis aimable, and two-axis aim-

able and chokable. Most practical warheads represent one or a

combination of these classes (.see Ref. (41). An isotropic warhead

puts out a spherical cloud of fragments centered on the interceptor.

The aimed warheads put out a spray of fragments confined to a beam

of fixed angular width P which can be directed anywhere in azimuth

(for a one-axis warhead) or in both azimuth and elevation (for a

two-axis warhead). For a chokable warhead, the beam spray angle

can also be controlled.

For all warheads, the kill probability is a product of

two factors. (See Ref. (5].) The first is the probability that

the fragment pattern is large enough to envelop the uncertainty in

location of the target (or the vulnerable area of the target).

The second factor is the probability that the fragment pattern is

dense enough to provide a sufficient number of hits on the target.

14
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These factors are plotted as a function of the distance from the

interceptor to the target for several warheads in Fig. 6. It is I':
EL seen that narrowing the fragment beam increases the nomimal stand-

off required and increases the spread of standoff distances which

can be tolerated.

The spread in standoff distance permitted can be related ii
to the acceptable guidance miss-distance for the various warhead

types. This is illustrated in Fig, 7 for the one-axis and two- -

axis aimed warheads. (We show cases confined to the plane of the

paper since both warheads can be aimed in azimuth to compensate for

any out-of-plane error.) Since the kill must occur at one partic-

ular point for the one-axis aimed warhead, the guidance error which

can be acconmiodated is equal to the spread in standoff distances ii
which is permitted. The two-axis aimed warkaad however can select

a kill point anywhere within its maximum standoff range and thus

can tolerate a larger guidance error which is equal to this maximumI

standoff distance. Since the maximum standoff distance increases

with decreasing beam-spray angle, a chokable warhead can operate

out to the standoff corresponding to its minimum spray angle.

From Fig. 7, we see that the payoff for chokability may be greater

for a 1-axis warhead than for a 2-axis warhead.

Thus far we have talked about the maximum guidance

error the various warheads can accommodate. This can be thought of

as the "reach" of the warhead. If this were the only performance

measure, the the narrowest beamwidth two-axis aimable warhead

15
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would be the preferred choice. However, two other factors enter

into warhead effectiveness. These are the warhead "coverage"

and response time. We will talk about these below.

The coverage of the warhead is a measure of the un-

certainty volume which can be filled with a sufficient density of

fragments to provide a high kill probability. It is a function I
primarily of the number of fragments in the warhead. A narrow

spray angle warhead can operate at large stand-off distances but

its coverage is given by the product of the stand-off distance

and the beamwidth. The resulting pattern size may be smaller

than that of a broader spray-angle warhead or an isotropic warhead.

If the fragment spatial density is fixed by the kill, probability

required, the coverage (measured by the unknown error) is propor-

tional to the square root of the number of fragments. Sophisti-

cated warheads generally require complicated aiming mechanisms

which reduce the weight available for fragments. Thus we expect

warheads with greater reach to have smaller coverage. (This is a

generalization and the numerical results for any case depend on the

specific warhead design.)

The third warhead performance measure is the response 1
time. This is the time prior to kill at which the final decision

must be made regarding warhead aiming and firing. Again we expect

more sophisticated (or flexible) warheads to require more time for

aiming and firing than do simpler warheads.

18



In the format of Fig. 4, we can characterize a given

warhead by its three parameters as shown in Fig. 8. Prior to

the minimum fuzing range (corresponding to the product of warhead

response time and closing velocity), the warhead has the capability

of being aimed to cover a miss-distance within its "reach". At

(or before) the minimum fuzing range, it must be aimed and fired

toward the current best estimate of the kill point. The allowable

error in this estimate is the warhead "coverage".

Figure 9 indicates how the warhead capability might vary

for the different warhead types discussed. This figure reflects

our prejudice that sophisticated warheads will have the greatest

reach but that simpler warheads will have shorter response times

and greater coverage.

In specific cases, the effective warhead reach or

coverage must be reduced as a result of pointing errors or granu-

larity. Furthermore, the time required for aiming the warhead

may be a function of how large an angular change is required.

These considerations will affect the specific shape of the warhead

capability curves and could be factored into a more complete

analysis. However, the curves of Fig. 8 and 9 serve to characterize

warheads sufficiently well for evaluating overall engagement per-

Sformance.

In the next section, we will combine the sensor, inter-

ceptor and warhead models to describe and evaluate various aspects

of NNK engagements.

19
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V. ENGAGEMENT MODEL

Here we extend the model of Ref. [1] to include multiple

sensors and various warheads. First we will show a successful

engagement to illustrate the model. Following this we will in-

dicate various ways in which the engagement can be unsuccessful and

how the system must be redesigned to correct these failures. Since

there are a large number of parameters characterizing the system

components, only sample results will be given. The nomogram kit

in Appendix A may be used to analyze a greater variety of cases.

Figure 10 describes a successful engagement; walking

through it will indicate how the model is used. An external

sensor provides the interceptor dý,ith a given handover accuracy

prior to s.eeker acquisition. At point A, the seeker starts making

measurements reducing the target prediction error. At point B,

the more accurate fuze sensor acquires further reducing the

prediction error. Meanwhile, the interceptor divert capability

is sufficient to accommodate this sensor prediction error. However,

at point C, the interceptor divert capability just equals the

prediction error and these quantities provide an estimate of the

guidance miss-distance. This guidance miss is within the reach

of the warhead (point D) and the system can take advantage of the

further decrease in prediction error. Finally at point E, the

22



decision to fire the warhead must be made. Since the warhead

coverage at this time, (point F) is greater than the fuze pre-

diction error, the engagement is successful.

As in Ref. [11, we must emphasize that many of the

quantities considered are statistical rather than deterministic

and the crossing points of the various curves correspond to ex-

pected values or values having a given probability of being ex-

ceeded depending on the specific error distribution functions.

From Fig. 10, we can see that there are three primary I
failure modes for this engagement. If point A lies above the

interceptor divert capability curve, we have a handover failure.

If point D falls below the prediction error curve, we have a

guidance failure. Finally if point F falls below the prediction

error curve, we have a fuzing failure. In Fig. 11, we show an 2

example of each type of failure. (All parameters not stated

are the same as in Fig. 10.) The remedy for each of these

failure modes is to push the interceptor and warhead curves above

the prediction error curves. The best way to accomplish this is

different for the different failure modes.

To correct a handover failure, the best approaches are Al

to reduce the handover error, increase the interceptor maneuver

acceleration or increase the seeker acquisition range. To correct

a guidance failure, the best approaches are to decrease the inter-

ceptor response time or the seeker angular error or to increase the

23
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warhead reach. To correct a fuzing failure, the best approaches

are to reduce the warhead response time or the fuze angular error

or to increase the warhead coverage.

Potential parameter trade-offs to solve the problems in j

Fig. 11 are shown in Fig. 12. These curves were generated using

the nomogram in Appendix A. Again these are only meant to be

sample results indicating trends rather than definitive system or

subsystem requirements.

As a final application of the engagement model, we will

consider two cases in which the trade-off of component parameters

permits one or more components to be eliminated. If the guidance i
miss-distance is smaller than the physical dimensions of the inter- I
ceptor, a direct hit will result and no warhead and fuze will be

required; Figure 13a illustrates such a case.

If the handover accuracy is within the reach of the

warhead, an onboard seeker is not needed to reduce the guidance

miss. A fuzing sensor is needed to fire the warhead but not to

guide the interceptor. This case is illustrated in Fig. 13b and

would also be appropriate for command guidance where the ground

radar prediction accuracy is essentially independent of target-

to-interceptor range.
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I- VI. DISCUSSION

In this note, we have presented a simple NNK engagement

model including the effects of handover, seeker and fuze acquisition

range and accuracy, missile maneuverability and response time and

"warhead reach, coverage and response time. There are three major

stages of an engagement; handover, guidance and fuzing. The hand-

over stage is most strongly influenced by handover accuracy,

missile maneuverability and seeker acquisition range. The guidance

stage is influenced by the seeker accuracy, the missile response

time and the warhead reach. The fuzing stage is influenced by the

fuze accuracy and the warhead coverage and response time. All

stages of the engagement are affected by the closing velocity.

Using the analysis in the report and particularly the

nomograms in Appendix A, it is possible to conduct numerous

•i •trade-ofEs of system and subsystem parameters. While the numerical

ti results obtained are in reasonable agreement with more sophisticated

simulation results, the3y are more useful as an indication of trends

and interactions.
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APPENDIX A: Nomogram Kit

mdIn this Appendix, we give copies of 6 graphs which may be

made into transparencies and overlayed appropriately to generate

results similar to those given in Ref. [1] and Section V. This

Appendix gives instructions for making and using these nomograms.

Figure A-I is the base graph with two scales A-A and B-B

giving various values of Vc. Figures A-2 and A-5 contain graphs

of prediction accuracy vs. range for 5 values of acquisition range,

R A' Figure A-2 corresponds to instrumentation error which was

used in Section V. Figures A-3 through A-5 correspond to other

types of error and were discussed in Ref. [1]. Scale A-A on these

figures should be overlayed on scale A-A on Fig. A-I with the
appropriate value of 0/V/p-rf/700 opposite the appropriate value 4
of V c. For a prf of 100, the values on scale A-A are just the

measurement accuracies. For higher or lower values of prf, the

effective measurement error will be lower or higher respectively.

Using the appropriate combination of curves, the user can construct

composite prediction error curves similar to those in Section II.

Figure A-6 contains graphs of divert capability vs. range I
for 4 values of T. It also contains 4 horizontal lines for

different I aneuver limits and a vertical line for Vc. The

appropriatd line for the maneuver limit should be overlayed on

scale B-B on Fig. A-i and the vertical line should go through

the appropriate value of Vc on scale B-B.

30
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